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Panel: 	“Combining Public Opinion and Data to Rethink Logan Square”, Craig Jakobsen, Jacobs	“Complete Streets Post-Construction: Data vs. Public Perception”, Jessica Hyink, City of Evanston	“Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot”, Scott Presslak, IDOTFormat:	Each speaker presents for 15 minutes, with 10 minutes to follow for combined Q&A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project location at the interchange of the Kennedy, Dan Ryan, and Eisenhower Expressways as well as Ida B. Wells Drive. The CTA’s Blue Line also runs directly through the interchange, operating in the median of the Eisenhower with a station at UIC-Halsted, then entering the Dearborn Street Subway just east of Halsted Street.



Jane Byrne Interchange

• About 60 years old; approaching end of useful 
lifespan

• Overcapacity and does not meet modern standards
• Top 10 freight bottleneck in the U.S.
• Total reconstruction, under traffic
• Approximately 400,000 vehicles/day

– Kennedy Expressway (Interstate 90/94)
– Dan Ryan Expressway (Interstate 90/94)
– Eisenhower Expressway (Interstate 290)
– Ida B. Wells Drive (formerly Congress Pkwy)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need for the projectApproaching end of useful lifespanOvercapacity and outdatedTop 10 national freight bottleneckTotal reconstruction of interchange with minimized impacts to trafficADT: ~400,000



Typical IDOT Project Phases

PHASE I 

Preliminary 
Engineering & 
Environmental 

Study 
Land Acquisition

PHASE II 

Contract Plan 
Preparation 

PHASE III 

Construction
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Combined to expedite project delivery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IDOT’s project delivery structure primarily works in three phases: Phase I preliminary engineering; Phase II plan preparation and land acquisition; and Phase III construction. For the Jane Byrne interchange, the administration at the time chose to prioritize the project in an attempt to expedite project delivery. Following a 15-month Phase I study – relatively short by IDOT standards – work was divided into 35 separate contracts, which expanded the contractor pool and increased opportunity for disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) participation, but required more detailed coordination between individual contractors. IDOT also elected to mostly combine Phases II and III into a single step with rolling design approvals and construction based on project staging.  



Overall Construction Staging
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Two cross bridges have not been started yet
(Adams St/Jackson Blvd)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, to expedite the project, Phase II design for some mainline expressways and ramp projects ran concurrent with construction for the cross road bridges throughout the project. However, since this project is in a dense urban area, the project team attempted to minimize closures and maintain the street grid wherever possible, which means some bridges such as Adams Street and Jackson Boulevard will not close for reconstruction until nearby bridges at Monroe Street and Van Buren Street reopen later this year.



• Context-Sensitive Solutions (CSS)
• Stakeholder Involvement Plan
• Project Working Group
• Public Meetings
• Public Hearings
• Mailings/Newsletters
• e-Blasts
• Press Releases
• Project Website

Phase I Public Outreach
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Presentation Notes
IDOT and the project team utilized extensive public outreach strategies during Phase I preliminary engineering, which included a full suite of strategies per IDOT’s Context-Sensitive Solutions (CSS) process. These strategies were outlined in the project’s Stakeholder Involvement Plan, seen here and available on the project website, and included a dedicated Project Working Group of key stakeholders; public meetings; public hearings; mailings and newsletters; e-blasts; press releases; and a project website.



Typical IDOT Public Outreach

Phase I
Planning/

Preliminary 
Engineering
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Phase II
Design and

Land Acquisition

Phase III
Construction

• NEPA process
– Stakeholder 

involvement
– Citizen 

engagement
– Alternatives 

analysis
– Environmental 

studies

• Maintaining 
project website 
(if applicable)

• Responding to 
citizen inquiries 
(as needed)

• Land acquisition 
negotiation

• Resident engineer 
(coordinates 
construction activities 
and notifies impacted 
landowners/residents)

• Press releases and 
construction signage 
(informs motorists 
and other travelers)

• Maintain project 
website (if applicable)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IDOT’s Phase I outreach strategies were part of the required federal process used for large projects that involve federal monies per the National Environmental Policy Act, or NEPA. These strategies involve extensive stakeholder involvement and citizen engagement to assist the project team with developing and analyzing alternatives and completing the required environmental studies.During Phase II work, outreach activities have a different process, as the study team focuses more on developing plan documents and performing land acquisition as needed. While the project website remains active and the project study team responds to direct inquiries from the public, there’s less focus on proactive engagement until construction begins.When Phase III construction begins, public involvement strategies focus on notifying affected stakeholders such as local landowners and motorists of upcoming construction activities that may be disruptive. The project website may remain active as a repository of information from Phase I, but the key components of communication during construction are via press releases and signage for travelers and direct communication from our resident engineers for local landowners and other stakeholders.



Project Timeline

2012

Phase I Project
Complete
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2013

Preliminary
Design

Design and
Construction

Final
Construction

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Construction Cost: $459.5 million
$514.4 million
$543.2 million
$556.3 million
$569.5 million

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The initial timeline for the Jane Byrne Interchange following Phase I targeted completion by 2018 with a construction cost of $459.5 million. Unfortunately, since the project was fast-tracked in its early stages, timeline and construction cost estimates ended up becoming outdated quickly, and as unforeseen issues delayed parts of the project and increased projected project costs…(*construction cost source: financial update as posted on the JBI website; does not include engineering or land acq costs)
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…local media took an increasingly negative tone and the Department felt we needed to take a stronger approach to our public outreach strategies during construction of this complex project



Need for Enhanced Outreach

• Acknowledgement that previous outreach efforts 
were insufficient during construction

• Local citizen and media confusion
• Prolonged delay in project delivery

– Utility issues
– Interstate 55 at Lake Shore Drive

• Enhanced transparency
• Proactive engagement before major 

reconfigurations begin

Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Department also recognized the need to be more proactive to address some unintentional misinformation and confusion to better manage expectations of our stakeholders and travelers. These headlines from 2015, for instance, seem to imply the entire project would be completed in a little over a year when this particular project referred only to the North-to-West flyover ramp.The project also ran into a few other, more technical issues: working with so many underground utilities in this area inevitably leads to changes and redesigns as unknown issues are (literally) brought to light. The project also experienced delays related to the need to expedite reconstruction of the Interstate 55/Lake Shore Drive interchange, which we’ll discuss in the next slide. As projected costs increased and facing increased scrutiny from the media, IDOT also wanted to provide a greater degree of transparency around the project, especially as more significant changes to traffic flow and more challenging maintenance-of-traffic efforts were on the horizon.



Context-Sensitive Construction

• Noise issues with nearby residential properties
• Interstate 55 at Lake Shore Drive

– Could not keep two major entries to downtown 
Chicago blocked concurrently

• Events in Chicago affecting weekend closures

Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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Presentation Notes
This project presented several unique challenges for us, as we were tasked with reconstructing an interchange in the heart of the city with a wide variety of land uses and neighborhoods impacted. Due to the high amounts of traffic at this interchange, work that requires additional lane closures often can only be accomplished at night, and some of this work involves significant amounts of noise. With residents and businesses just feet away from the interchange footprint, coordinating noisy night work and maintaining strong communication with local residents is essential to the project’s success.We also wanted to make sure that we made clear that Chicago was still “open for business”, and we understand that the Jane Byrne is a crucial access point for motorists going into and out of downtown. When I-55/LSD needed to be reconstructed, we proactively delayed some aspects of the Jane Byrne to minimize traffic disruptions at two key access points to downtown, and IDOT ended up winning an innovation award for our project delivery efforts for I-55/LSD.We also work closely with the City of Chicago to minimize traffic disruptions for special events…



2019 Weekend Construction Restrictions

• Bears vs Eagles (1/6)
• Blackhawks vs Golden Knights (1/12)
• Bulls vs Heat (1/19)
• Blackhawks vs Caps (1/20)
• Bulls vs Cavs (1/27)
• Bulls vs Wizards (2/9)
• Blackhawks vs Red Wings (2/10)
• Blackhawks vs Blue Jackets (2/16)
• Bulls vs Celtics (2/23)

Bl kh k   S  (2/24)
Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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*note: schedule does not include Bulls and Blackhawks
2019-20 season schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…which include, but most definitely are not limited to:Bears home games and other Soldier Field eventsUnited Center events, including concerts, Bulls games, and Blackhawks gamesCub gamesParades, such as St. Patrick’s Day or PrideThe Taste of ChicagoThe Air and Water ShowStreet festsMajor holidaysIt’s often challenging to find a full weekend available to restrict traffic for major construction, even overnight.



New Outreach Strategies

• Improved internal communication
– Week-ahead reports from the field to notify key 

stakeholders of upcoming traffic changes, 
overnight closures, and other impacts

– Bi-weekly project communication meetings 
between IDOT, engineering consultants, 
construction contractors, and communications 
team

– Streamlined approval process for faster outreach 
turnaround

Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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Since this spring, IDOT and our consultants on the project have redoubled our communication efforts to accomplish our project goals. These include improving our internal communication among project team members, which include weekly updates from the field of upcoming work and changing lane configurations as well as bi-weekly project communications meetings between the project staff, field staff, and the communications team to ensure everyone is on the same page and knows of upcoming changes. Since construction can be fluid with timelines changing based on the weather and other external constraints, we’ve also streamlined our internal approval process to get updated information out to the public faster when changes do occur.



New Outreach Strategies
• Interactive project map
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circleinterchange.org/map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve also launched an interactive map as part of our project website, which breaks the project as a whole out into individual parts. The map shows what we’ve already completed, what’s currently under construction, and upcoming project work with pictures and additional information about the work being performed. If you’re interested in exploring the map, visit circleinterchange.org/map.

http://www.circleinterchange.org/map


New Outreach Strategies

• Public Construction Meeting (March 7)
– Included review of project as a whole and upcoming 

work
– Also included media availability for project staff and 

opportunities for one-on-one conversations with 
concerned members of the public

– May be repeated at the beginning of next 
construction season

Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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We also hosted a public construction meeting and media availability on March 7 of this year. The meeting was our public “reboot” of the outreach process for the remainder of the project and included a review of the project as a whole and upcoming work. The response was overall mostly positive, and we may host a similar meeting at the beginning of the 2020 construction season as well.
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As part of the public meeting, our consultants put together this brief video that includes a quick snapshot of what we’ve done so far and what additional work is still ahead of us, with a clear, concise timeline of when the project as a whole will be completed.



New Outreach Strategies

• Website reboot
– Current website dates back to Phase I project in 

2012
– Consultant is updating website to make navigation 

more intuitive and streamlined
– Mobile-friendly
– Scheduled to launch by end of June

• Social media channels
– Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn: @TheJaneByrne

Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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We’re also working with our consultants to reboot the project website itself, which dates back to the Phase I project in 2012. Our consultant is updating the website to make navigation more intuitive, more streamlined, and mobile-friendly since websites as a whole have come a long way over the last seven years. The updated website is scheduled to launch by the end of this month, so be sure to check it out. We’ve also launched three dedicated social media accounts for the project on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn at @TheJaneByrne on each platform. Please give us a follow if you’d like to stay informed on the project.



Lessons Learned
• Manage expectations

– Still combatting idea that the only major part of the project is 
the North-to-West flyover ramp

• Open and transparent
– Explain why parts of a project get delayed or why costs increase
– Work productively with local media

• Know your audience
– No one-size-fits-all approach
– Understand wants and needs of targeted audiences

• Celebrate victories
– Multi-stage construction projects can drag on when citizens 

don’t see progress
– Don’t assume constituents will know project successes without 

identification

Jane Byrne Interchange Outreach Reboot
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As far as takeaways for what we’ve learned so far, it’s important to manage expectations of a project. To a certain extent, we’re still combatting the idea that some people have that the largest part of the project was the North-to-West flyover ramp when it was just one of 35 unique components being constructed as part of the overall project.It’s also important to be open and transparent with the public and the media, especially when delays occur or costs increase. That’s something we as public sector workers owe to our constituents, and even the appearance of having something to hide damages trust. It’s also important to be open and accessible to local media whenever possible; since they help shape public perception of a project (and have the power to FOIA plenty of internal documents anyway).Another big takeaway is to know your audience, and understand that is no one-size-fits-all approach to public outreach in general. The ways a student at UIC gets information will probably be very different than how a baby boomer from Naperville gets information about their daily drive through the interchange. It’s important to try to understand the wants and needs of each of your targeted audiences, with a coordinated effort to cast as wide a net as possible. It’s better for the public to complain that we’re trying too hard to get information out rather than that we’re not doing enough, or worse, trying to hide something.Finally, don’t be afraid to celebrate your victories. Large multi-stage construction projects can drag on when citizens don’t see progress, and we can’t assume constituents will know project successes unless we show them off. Again, that UIC student has probably noticed a lot more of what this project accomplished with the new pedestrian signal at the Halsted Blue Line headhouse or the open, welcoming reconstruction of the Peoria Street Bridge than what the baby boomer from Naperville has noticed down in the trench on the inbound Eisenhower. As projects wind down, there are more chances to show off what you’ve done, and showing our constituents the return in their investment is crucial to the perceived success of a project.
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@TheJaneByrne
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